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Holiday & Tour Description 

 

The Basque country is a small region with a lot packed into it. It has its 
own language which is unlike any other and it is the home of the pincho, a 
traditional bar food on a cocktail stick. For the road cyclist it has some 
amazing roads and landscapes. This trip has various styled routes taking 
you up and down mountains, along coastline and through spectacular 
valleys. The holiday starts and finishes in the two main cities San 
Sebastian and Bilbao, which apart from the pinchos, offer distinctive 
experiences and of course both are very beautiful. You will discover the 
heart of the Basque country and it’s people. Let yourself be guided to the 
areas where roads and views are incredible. Along with all BikingSpain 
trips, find out why cycling on empty roads makes you feel special and 
connect to the unique landscape. The Basque country is home to many big 
Spanish Cycling companies and you will discover what inspires them as 
you visit the whole region during the week.    

 “The Basque culture helps you feel like you are in a very special part of Spain” 
 

Why we cycle here? 

As well as having a perfect climate for cycling In July there are perfect 
quiet roads and a huge variety of terrain to test even the most 
experienced cyclist. You will be astounded by the scenery of the Basque 
country and be both impressed and surprised by the quality of routes you 
will ride. Challenging climbs will keep you in shape and the forgiving 
descents will reward you. The areas in which we ride our rich in beautiful 
greenery including many mountain rivers which, as you ride alongside, will 
help to keep you cool. We cannot give too much away as to not spoil the 
surprise. You are guaranteed great and challenging cycling here. 
 

Accommodation 

This trip is a place to place journey and we will be staying in 2 cities and 
the rest of the time in small villages with beautiful scenery. All of the 
places we stay in our very comfortable and suit the cyclist perfectly. 
Similar to the routes our accommodation varies style from one place to the 
next.  
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Included in the price 

 Breakfasts, Daytime refreshments and snacks only. 

 Transfers to and from airport on scheduled arrival and 
departure days. 

 Transfers daily plus vehicle support. 

 Professional bike guiding. 

 Daily stretching, yoga and bike tips. 

 

Route Profiles 

 

ROUTES DISTANCE ELEVATION 

Day 1 San Sebastian 
to Olaberria 

120km 2903m 

Day 2 Olaberria to 
Legutio 

110km 1852m 

Day 3 Legutio to         
Valle de Villaverde 

166km (66km shorter 
route) 

2536m (2900m      
descent) 

Day 4 Valle de                        
Villaverde to Oxtandio 

124km 2540m 

Day 5 Oxtandio to     
Lekeitio 

78km 1425m 

Day 6 Lekeitio to         
Plentzia 

83km 1547m 
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Direct Flights 

From London airports to Bilbao. Ryanair, Easyjet, British Airways, 
Vueling and Iberia 

From Manchester Bilbao. Easyjet, British Airways, Iberia, KLM 

Some of the major Uk airports also fly direct but with fewer flights. 

 

Dates & Prices 
 

DATE PRICE 

11 JULY – 18 JULY         
8days 

£1,400  

 

 

 


